Social media and the deep, dark, and surface web are hotbeds for posts and discussions that can pose significant security risks to your employees and office locations. In our modern, digitally-connected world, cyber criminals can easily identify the key people in your organization—and threaten them or plan attacks on your corporate offices.

Bad actors publish your executives’ private or identifying information. Cybercrime groups plan physical attacks or protests on your highly-protected data centers or critical infrastructure entities. As part of your organization’s cyber threat intelligence, it’s crucial to monitor the social media and web spheres to gain visibility into all relevant threats to your key employees and locations.

Proofpoint Executive and Location Threat Monitoring helps you gain situational awareness of potential threats against your key executives and locations. Our solution crawls the far reaches of the digital world spanning millions of web pages and social sites daily to help you get in front of threats, whether they are planned, imminent, or occurring in real-time.

**KEY FEATURES**

**Comprehensive Digital Landscape Coverage**

Proofpoint Executive and Location Threat Monitoring uses a highly scalable detection system that provides in-depth scanning across all digital channels, including:

- Social media
- Surface web
- Deep web
- Dark web

Our digital coverage includes leading social platforms, such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, as well as key forum and hosting sites in the surface, deep, and dark web like Reddit, Pastebin, and Tor-operated dot onion domains.

**Sophisticated AnalysisEliminates Noise**

Our threat intelligence systems analyze more than 15 million deep, dark, and surface web pages daily. Our patent-pending Deep Social Linguistic Analysis (DSLA) uses over 125 natural-language-processing algorithms to monitor content and identify security threats, executive impersonation, and other risks to your people and places. We discover the most critical and relevant threats and eliminate the noise of false positives and non-threatening web chatter.
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You can filter results from the sources that matter most to you, whether it’s social networks, the deep/dark web, or both. No other technology detects, classifies, and manages security-risk content more accurately. The quality of our intelligence and breadth of digital coverage means accurate discovery of risks that represent a physical or reputation threat to your key employees and locations.

Superior Visibility to Assess Risk
Our Threat Center dashboard provides detailed visibility of the threats to your organization and quick drill down to gain situational awareness. When a threatening or damaging message is posted, Executive and Location Threat Monitoring uncovers the content and assigns a classification to help you understand the type of risk it poses to your business. Our classifications by risk category let you assess:

- Physical threats to employees and locations
- Potential protests
- Doxing incidents
- Reputation impact
- Email compromise
- Fraudulent executive accounts

Real-Time Threat Notifications
Executive and Location Threat Monitoring delivers instant notifications and reports when a threat is made against your key executives and locations, including when a fraudulent social account that impersonates your key people or brands is activated. Additionally, you’ll receive an alert when our solution discovers personal or corporate information that can be used for doxing or account compromise. Integration with takedown providers and remediation workflow make it easy to track outcomes.

LEARN MORE
To learn more visit proofpoint.com/executive-and-location-protection
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